Datasheet
Solid Wire Stripper Pliers
RS Stock number 540-1492

Material
High carbon steel sheet (sk-5) for body of crimping tools, low carbon steel (s1018c) for lock screws and river
Medium carbon steel (ss41) for lock lid, PVC grip and spring steel for high tension return spring

Finish
Grounding cut edges
Chemical black finish and red colour vinyl grip

Hardness
Heat treated to HRC: 49 ~ 50.5 for body
HRC: 30 ~ 40 for Screws
Contents
1 pc-6-1/4" (155mm) serrated tip solid wire stripper pliers with lock lid, automatic return Spring and red colour vinyl grip - it fit to AWG 10~20 gauges wire, range for diameter of wire are 0.80 ~ 2.60 mm (thickness of blade - 3.2 mm and net weight - 125 grams).